
 
 
 

WORKSHOP REPORT 
SNAPSHOTS: SESSION 5 

  Fifth session of the photography club powered by ‘CANON’ on 01 September 

2018 (Saturday) 

Venue   : Art Room 2 (11 a.m -1:30 p.m) 

Resource Person : Mr Virender (Regional Trainer at CANON) 

Facilitator                       : Mr Niladri S. Das (Teacher- in- charge) 

CONTENT -The fifth session of Snapshot –Photography club was held on 01 September 2018 

(Saturday).LIGHT PAINTING, it’s one of the 

most fascinating things in photography, was 

the topic of this session. In this session we 

learnt some important things which students 

need to remembered while doing light 

photography e.g a variety of light sources can 

be used, ranging from simple flashlights to 

dedicated devices like the torch, which use 

a fiber optic light pen and A tripod is 

necessary due to the long exposure times 

involved. We did the theory part before 

moving on to the practical aspect, in theory part the students 

learnt portrait and landscape light photography.  
 

In the practical the students got to know many things like 

how the settings can change according to the light or the type 

of photograph you want 

to take. Mr Virender 

told some pages and 

channels of some good 

light photographers 

whom which the 

students can look 

upon .The students tried 

and used different types 

of lights for the photo. 

They all tried different 

ways and the tricks told by sir. The students were given 

some time to think of something creative and even 

implement it on their own. After that, sir told the students 

the things which we need to take care of - collaboration is 

required in the performance of the work, with one person creating light figures and structures 

Demonstrating the students 

Creative textures through light 

Wings through light painting 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flashlight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber_optic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tripod_(photography)


while the other operates the camera and the students were 

given feedback on the photos clicked by them. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOME-This session made the students 

understand the scope of photography and how photography 

is not just carrying cameras and clicking. Photography is 

more than just one or two types of photographs. The 

students got to know that photography includes creativity; 

light painting which they particularly learnt in this session is 

just an example! The session concluding with inspiring the 

students to dig deeper on the subject and experimenting 

through innovative shots.  

 

 

 

Trail photograph 


